PHIL’S STRING BAND BACKUP GUITAR NOTEBOOK
Phil Williams, info@VoyagerRecords.com
Effective, practical backup techniques for oldtime fiddle, bluegrass, square, and other dance playing on the
acoustic guitar.
Introduction
Good backup - this is what every lead player seeks. If you can play in time and change chords in the
right places, you always will be welcome in a jam session or on the stage. If you can go beyond that and add
styling that complements the lead player or singer and lets them do their best, your presence at the jam or on
the stage will be requested. This notebook will show you techniques to play good backup for traditional string
band music. Whether you are providing accompaniment to just a single fiddler or singer, or playing in an old
time, bluegrass, country, or folk band, or playing for square, contra, old time, or modern ballroom dances, this
notebook will show you some tricks to add to your repertoire and help you be an effective backup guitarist. Never
regard guitar backup as a dull, boring pursuit. When you learn to understand the infinite possibilities available
to you as a backup player, and the techniques available to bring the music you are playing to life, control the
listener’s emotions, and drive dancers and singers to new heights of performance, as well as make the lead players
sound better than they ever thought possible, you will understand that backup playing on the guitar, as on any
instrument, involves more musical knowledge and thought than playing lead, and, when playing with good lead
players and singers, opens your mind to extremely satisfying and exciting musical dimensions. Backup guitar is
far from a dull pursuit!
The techniques in this notebook are from my years of experience playing in oldtime string bands,
bluegrass bands, square dance, contra dance, and ballroom dance bands, and for many fiddlers and bluegrass and
country artists in shows and contests. There is no focus here on “jazz” or “fiddle contest” style backup, though
some ideas have been borrowed from these genres. A lot of the concepts discussed here for chord formation and
bass lines are not found in conventional guitar books, but came from my father, who came from a long line of
Kentucky traditional guitar players. They work well for me and others, and will work well for you. There are
many ways of playing the guitar. This notebook describes one of those ways.
Traditional Backup Styles
Every style of music has a sound that identifies it. Playing in a particular style requires a knowledge
of what people who like that style expect. In every style there is room for improvisation and doing something
different. However, if you do something too different, you won’t be playing within that particular style anymore,
and the other musicians and listeners may not appreciate your change-of-pace as much as you do. If you are
playing in a “traditional” style band, study the tradition carefully, learn the elements of style important in defining
the music, and do not go too far astray from this.
Role of The Backup Guitarist
The backup guitarist’s job is to provide support to the lead players and singers. The guitar compliments
and augments music of the lead players. A backup guitarist plays as part of an ensemble, helping the music
being played by the band blend into a unified whole perceived by the audience as enjoyable. The more a backup
guitarist does to enable the lead players and singers to do their best, the better the ensemble will be. The backup
guitarist provides a chordal and rhythmic base for the lead. A lead singer listens to the guitar to keep on pitch.
A lead instrumentalist may be playing a syncopated rhythm line which is effective only because the guitarist is
keeping a steady beat. The “hole” in the sound left at the end of a vocal line often is “filled” by a well-placed
guitar run or back beat chord. A backup guitarist understands chords and chord progressions for the tunes played
and has a firm grasp of timing and rhythm. The rest of the band is looking to the guitarist to keep them on the
right chord and the right beat, and every now and then give that extra lick that helps style the band’s sound.
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PLAYING THEORY
Intervals and Frets
The Western musical scale is divided into intervals made up of half and whole tones. These intervals are
made on a stringed instrument by shortening the string length just enough to raise its pitch by the desired interval.
On a fretted instrument, such as the guitar, each fret position represents a half tone. Each half-step mark, or fret,
is given a number, counting from the nut. The nut is “0,” the first fret “1,” and so on. These fret positions can
then be referred to in locating notes and scales. By starting with the note of the open string and counting frets
up the neck, the names of other notes up the string can be identified. For example, the first string is tuned to E.
The first fret is one half step up from E, or F; the second fret is one half step above this, or F#, and so on up the
fingerboard.
Scales
Western music is built on a series of twelve notes. The twelve notes divide up the frequency range
between the “root” note, or note on which the series of twelve notes is based, and the note having a frequency of
twice that of the root note. This range is known as an “octave.” The vibration frequency of a note commonly is
referred to as its “pitch.” Each note differs by a “half step” from the note on each side of it. A “whole step” is
two half steps. A “key” is a series of seven notes related to a “root” or “tonic” note, for which the key is named.
This series is made up of whole and half steps in a predetermined order, depending on whether one is playing a
major, minor, or modal scale.
Each of these notes has a “pitch,” or frequency of vibration. For example, middle C today has a
frequency of 256 cycles per second (“cps”). The C one octave above middle C has a frequency of 512 cps. The
frequency range between 256 cps and 512 cps is divided into twelve notes, each a half step apart. The piano
keyboard offers a good illustration of this. Starting with middle C on the piano, the steps of the twelve notes
are made by playing the white and black keys right up the keyboard in order. The seven notes comprising the C
major scale, however, are only the white keys. While the frequency of the “A” note above “middle C” today is
established at 440 cps, in older times it was much lower in frequency, some players today intentionally tune to an
“A” at a higher frequency to get what they feel is a more”punchy” sound, and some instruments, like accordions
or older instruments may be tuned to an “A” having a frequency differing sufficiently from 440 cps that you will
have to tune to them, rather than to an “A - 440.” If you are accomanying an instrument that cannot be tuned, you
probably will have to tune to it, rather than a tuning meter.
The frets on a guitar are in the same relationship. Each fret is placed to sound a tone a half step above the
fret below it. A whole tone is made by skipping a fret and playing the note two frets above the previous note.
The notes of the scale are arranged in a progressive order starting with the root, or tonic note. Each note
of a scale is given a name relating to the number of scale steps it is away from the tonic note. Musicians often
refer to a note or chord by the progressive order number. Getting used to referring to the notes or chords in a tune
by these progressive order numbers is useful as it enables musicians to communicate rapidly the note or chord
regardless of the key in which the tune is being played. For example, assume you are playing in C major. The
notes are as follows: C = 1 or I, D = 2 or II, E = 3 or III, F = 4 or IV, G = 5 or V, A = 6 or VI, B = 7 or VII. If
someone says “go to the 2,” you know they are telling you to play a D. If the song is changed from the key of C
to G, and you hear “go to the 2,” you know you are to play an A as that is the 2 note in the G scale. Musicians
often communicate chords using progressive order numbers rather than key names.
The notes in this progressive order also are referred to by other names. The root note, or note on which
the scale being used is based, is called the “root” or “tonic;” the next note above it the “supertonic” or “second
dominant;” the third note is the “mediant;” the fourth note the “sub-dominant;” the fifth note the “dominant;” the
sixth note the “submediant;” the seventh note the “leading tone;” the eighth note the “octave.”
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Major Scale
The major scale has the following intervals, the number “1” referring to a whole step and “1/2” referring
to a half-step above the note preceding it, and “0” referring to the tonic note: 0 - 1 - 1 - 1/2 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1/2. In a
major scale the half steps are between the 3 and 4 notes, and between the 7 and 8 notes. For example, the notes of
the C major scale are C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C; of a D major scale - D, E, F#, G, A, B, C#, D.
Minor Scale
The harmonic minor scale has the following intervals: 0 - 1 - 1/2 - 1 - 1 - 1/2 - 1 1/2 - 1/2. The half steps
are between the 2 and 3, 5 and 6, and 7 and 8 notes. The melodic minor scale has different intervals descending
the scale from those played ascending. The intervals played going up the scale are: 0 - 1 - 1/2 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1/2;
while those played descending (“0” indicates the top note of the scale) are: 0 - 1 - 1 - 1/2 - 1 - 1 - 1/2 - 1. For
example, a harmonic minor C scale would be C, D, D# (Eb), F, G, G# (Ab), B, C. A melodic minor ascending
scale is C, D, D# (Eb), F, G, A, B, C; and descending - C, Bb, A#, G, F, E, D, C.
Pentatonic Scales
Pentatonic scales were developed in ancient times based on natural harmonics. The oldest playable
instrument yet found, a Chinese bone flute over 9,000 years old, plays a pentatonic scale similar to that used by
Bill Monroe in bluegrass. As used in Scottish and Chinese folk music, among others, starting with the bottom
note, this scale has the following intervals: 0 - 1 - 1 - 1 1/2 - 1 - 1 1/2. The scale in C is C, D, E, G, A, C. These
intervals correspond to the intervals of the black keys on the piano.
Another pentatonic scale used in bluegrass and blues has the following descending intervals, starting from
the highest note as “0”: 0 - 1 - 1 1/2 - 1 - 1/2 - 2. These pentatonic scales, and variations thereof, appear regularly
in traditional music and can be used as the basis for lead breaks in bluegrass. This scale, descending, in C is C,
Bb, G, F, E, C.
Standard Chord Progressions
As a tune is played, the melody line outlines a chord. The backup instruments play this chord in
accompanying the melody, or lead singer or player. The music is defined and shaped to a large degree by the
chord progression used. The guitar plays a major role in delineating the chord progression. Other musicians in
the band, as well as the audience, often get their cues to chord changes by listening to the guitar.
The chord progression most commonly found in bluegrass and oldtime music is called “1 - 4 - 5.” The
“1” refers to the root or tonic chord (the key in which the tune is being played). A “4” chord is the chord of the
fourth note above the root note in the scale of the tonic chord. A “5” chord is the chord of the fifth note above
the tonic. For example, in the key of G, G is the “1,” C is the “4,” and D is the “5.” The chord structure of a
simple tune or phrase may be, for example: 1 - 4 - 1 - 5 - 1. Note that the 5 chord has the sound leading naturally
to the 1 chord. In some tunes a 2 chord is used just before a 5 chord. Sometimes the first change is to a 5 chord,
followed by the 4 chord, and then back to the 1. Contemporary tunes often have progressions following the circle
of fifths or a special chord progression giving the tune its particular character. “Northern” style backup often uses
progressions of minor chords, whereas “contest” style fiddle tune backup often relies on diminished and “seventh”
chords to built the desired bass line progression and tonality. Knowing how to follow progressions using only
the 1, 2, 4, and 5 chords will get you through the majority of bluegrass and oldtime tunes without any special
preparation. It is fairly standard to refer to the chords in a chord progression using Roman numbers, ie. I, II, III,
IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, rather than Arabic numbers.
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Circle of Fifths
Chord progressions based on the “circle of fifths” or “5 of 5” are often used in Western music. The chord
based on the fifth note of the scale leads naturally to the tonic or root chord. Playing a series of chords, all of
which are the 5 chord of the chord immediately following, produces a pleasing effect. The complete circle of
fifths in sequence, starting with C major, is as follows:
(G#)(C#)
C, F, Bb, Eb, Ab, Db, F#, B, E, A, D, G, C.
By learning how to play the circle of fifths progression, once you know the chord where the progression starts,
you can play the rest of the progression automatically without thinking about the name of the keys of the chords
being played by knowing and using the chord system for the instrument. This system for the guitar is diagramed
in the Appendix. It is common in bluegrass and oldtime music for the circle of fifths progression to start on the
“6” chord and proceed around through the 2 and 5 back to the 1. Following are typical examples: G, E, A, D, G;
C, A, D, G, C; D, B, E, A, D; A, F#, B, E, A.
Time and Beat
A guitarist must understand the time signature of the tune and the beat pattern that goes along with it. The
time signature and beat pattern is reflected in how you tap your foot to the music. Most oldtime tunes are in one
of three time signatures - straight (4/4)(2/4), three-four (3/4), or six-eight (6/8). A straight time tune written in 4/4
time has 4 quarter notes per measure, tapped in four beats per measure. Many tunes are written or played in 2/4,
written in eighth notes with four per bar, or in “cut” time, written four quarter notes per bar. Tunes in this time
signature are counted and tapped in two beats per measure. Often tunes written in 4/4 actually are counted and
tapped with two beats per measure, like 2/4 time. This is true of most fiddle tunes written in 4/4, but 4/4 ballroom
dance tunes and classic popular songs written in 4/4 are best played using four beats per measure. The note
played when the foot hits the floor is referred to as the “down” beat, and note played when the foot is lifted, the
“up” or “off” beat.
Three-quarter time is the time of the waltz, redowa, mazurka, hambo, varsouvienne, and many airs. A
measure usually is written as three quarter notes followed by the bar line. The first beat is emphasized, with a
secondary emphasis sometimes also given to the third beat. Guitar players often go “boom - chuck - chuck” on a
waltz; i.e., bass note, followed by two brush strokes on higher strings. Most waltzes and other 3/4 time tunes are
backed up more effectively by playing only on the 1 and 3 beats, or only on the 1 beat. For example, hambos are
traditionally backed up with a heavy strum on the 1 beat and a lighter strum with lots of “lift” on the 3 beat. Slow
waltzes and airs often are more effectively backed up with appegiated chords (ie. struming down, in time, across
each individual string while holding the chord formation. In earlier times, waltzes and other 3/4 time tunes were
sometimes written in 3/8 time (three eight notes per measure), and were played much faster than most waltzes are
played today. This is played as if it were written in 3/4 time.
Six-eight time most often is used for jigs. This is written as six eighth notes per measure, and may be
written as two groups of three eighth notes each, or a dotted quarter note followed by and eighth note The down
beats on a six-eight time jig fall on the 1st and 4th eighth notes, as if the measure has only two beats. A guitarist
can get by playing only on these down beats, though it is much more effective to play an emphasized downbeat
on the 1st and 4th eighth notes and a de-emphasized off beat on the 3rd and 6th eighth notes. Note that in reading
through quadrille “setts” from the 19th century and before, where a series of different tunes, each for a different
“figure,” constitutes the “sett,” the last tune of the setts usually is entitled the “jig,” though it is not in 6/8 time.
This term was used then simply to indicated a spirited dance figure to end the sett.
If you are unsure of the timing and beat of a tune, tap your foot to it in the timing you will use to play the
tune. While tapping your foot, be aware of the down and up beat. The foot should hit the floor on the down beat
and be at the top of its lift from the floor at the off beat. Foot taps in this notebook, when used to indicate
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timing, will be written as the number of the tap in the sequence on the down beat, with “up” indicating the up beat
immediately following. The down and up beat foot taps in a 2/4 or cut time measure tapped the usual way would
be written: tap 1, up 1, tap 2, up 2. Tapping a 2/4 or 4/4 tunes with four taps per measure often helps dissect
difficult rhythms. Down and up beat foot taps in a four beat measure (four quarter notes), tapped this way would
be written: tap 1, up 1, tap 2, up 2, tap 3, up 3, tap 4, up 4.
Some tunes are “crooked,” having an extra beat or a beat left out somewhere. Sometimes a lead player
adds or drops a beat unintentionally. By being able to identify the down beat through listening to the tune, you
will better be able to adjust your picking pattern to keep in synchronization. On a tune with unconventional
timing you may have to figure out a picking pattern that gets you back to the I chord on the downbeat from an
otherwise unlikely spot. You may have to cut out a brush stroke to come out right.
Tempo
The tempo of a tune is how fast it is played. This is referred to as “beats per minute.” A metronome
is calibrated in beats per minute and these sometimes are indicated in printed music. Beats per minute are not
often referred to in oldtime music, though square dance callers may use this to indicate the speed they want for
a hoedown, and contradance musicians often are aware of the general tempo range of 112 - 124 bpm for most
dances. It is important to set a tempo for a tune that is appropriate for it and maintain it. There often is a tendency
to speed up, and many times a tune started relatively slow will be going so fast by the end that it is hard to play.
A guitarist should be able to play with the consistency of tempo of a metronome and help keep the band from
speeding up. Practicing with a metronome or rhythm machine helps materially in pinpointing tempo problems
and developing a good sense of tempo.
BASIC CHORD POSITIONS
Notation
Strings, fret positions, and fingerings are referred to in a standard way. The strings are numbered 1
through 6, starting at the high E string as follows: 1 = E, 2 = B, 3 = G, 4 = D, 5 = A, 6 = E. The fret positions are
numbered starting at the nut, with the nut being “0”, the first fret closest to the nut being “1”, the next “2”, and so
on up the fingerboard. Fingers are numbered Index = 1, Middle = 2, Ring = 3, Little = 4, and Thumb = T. In this
notebook, in identifying notes by number (X-X-X), the first number will be the string, second number the
fret, and third number the finger. A C note on the 5th string played as part of a C chord would be written 5-3-3,
for 5 string, 3 fret, 3 finger. A string not sounded is indicated with an “X”. The same finger number shown on
several strings for a chord indicates that this finger is used to push down all the strings shown for it. This is done
by laying the finger flat across the strings. Sometimes two adjacent strings can be fretted with the end of one
finger.
The Chord Formations I Use Most Often
Later in this notebook are diagrams for the chords I use most in oldtime music. The fingerings given
for these chords may not be like that in other guitar chord books, but are the key to being able to play the chords
while leaving fingers free for playing bass lines, as well as playing in any key without a capo the “Hillbilly
Way,” as set forth later. To play the moving bass line and closed formation styles I use, it is essential to know
these chord formations. I learned to play these chords and this style from my father, who came from a musical
Kentucky family and learned guitar from his mother. He was a good musician, playing everything from square
dance to big band music. I learned later in life that this style is recognized as “Kentucky” style, and have
observed over the years that, while it is not found in most guitar tutors, it is widely used by many country, jazz,
blues, and swing artists.
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Chord Methods to Free Fingers for Bass Lines
Bass runs add another dimension to backup guitar. It’s fun try to back up a fiddle tune entirely with bass
lines and not actually play any chords. A one note run between chords at a chord change, which is referred to as
a “passing tone,” adds a sense of movement. Runs and passing tones are all based on the scale of the key being
played. For this reason, it is desirable to have a knowledge of scales and know how to start a scale from any fret
or string position. Scale playing itself, such as for lead playing, uses its own fingering patterns which often are
not that of chord fingering. Interspersing bass runs and passing tones with chords is best done by first thinking of
the chords involved and realizing that the first duty is to make the chord, and then be aware of how the chord can
be made to free up fingers to make the runs. While the run is being made, the chord either is not sounded at all or
is de-emphasized. This permits considerable fakery in making the chord and in the relationship between picking
the bass line note and strumming the chord. Partial chords often are used, leaving fingers and strings free for the
runs. When the run is completed, the full chord can be made and played, leaving the listener with the impression
that you actually were playing the full chord all the time.
Let’s illustrate this principle with some bass runs out of D. Make a standard first position D chord with
the 1 finger fretting the 3 string on the 2 fret, 2 finger the 1 string on the 2 fret, and 3 finger the 3 fret on the 2
string. Play only the first five strings. Note that with this chord held, D notes are sounded on the 2 and 4 strings.
Holding the chord, pick the 2 string to sound a D. Then pick the 3 string to sound an A. Note that this naturally
follows the D as a part of the outline of the D chord. Then fret the 4 string on the 4 fret with your 4 finger to
sound an F# note, also a part of the D chord. Then raise your 4 finger and play the open 4 string. You have just
played a D arpeggio by simply playing the notes of the chord and using your little finger to add a note. Now play
the same run, but add a B note right after the high D by fretting the 3 string on the 4 fret with the 4 finger. Lift
your 4 finger to play the next note; 4 finger on 4 fret on 4 string for the next note; 4 string open for the low D.
Run up by playing these notes in reverse.
A run up from the 6th (E) string in the key of D can be made as follows: holding a regular D chord, play
the open 4 string to sound a D and complete the brush stroke to sound the D chord; while the chord is ringing,
play the open 6 string on the next downbeat, fret the 6 string on the 2 fret with the 2 finger and pick this on the
next upbeat; pick the open 5 string on the next downbeat; fret the 5 string on the 2 fret with the 2 finger and play
this on the next upbeat; finish the run with the open 4 string on the next downbeat and strum the whole chord.
Playing a note on the 2 and 4 fret positions of strings 4, 5, 6 out of a D chord position will give a note that will
work in developing D bass runs and passing tones.
The same type of run as illustrated for D can be made out of the A position by playing the A chord with
the 1 finger across the first four strings on the 2 fret, and adding a high A with the 4 finger on the 5 fret on the 1
string when needed. Holding the chord, play the 4 string on the downbeat and strum the chord on the next upbeat.
On the next downbeat, pick the open 5 string and on the next upbeat, pick the 5 string with the 3 finger fretting
in on the 4 fret. On the next downbeat pick the 4 string as fretted for the A chord with the 1 finger. On the next
upbeat pick the 4 string fretted on the 4 fret with the 3 finger. On the next downbeat, finish on the 3 string as
fretted for the A chord, and strum the chord. The 4 finger may be substituted for the 3 finger in making this run.
As the G and C scale are easy to play out of the G and C chord positions, bass runs and passing tones in
these keys can be played easily by switching from chord to scale playing while keeping the fingers not used to
play the run in the chord fingering positions, but not necessarily fretting the chord. When the run is completed it
is easy to align the fingers again at the chord position to strum the chord. A G scale can be run out of the G chord
position, starting with the low G, as follows, with the first number being the string, second number the fret, and
third number the finger:
6-3-3; 5-0-0; 5-2-2; 5-3-3; 4-0-0; 4-2-2; 4-4-3; 3-0-0
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A C scale out of the C chord position is run:
5-3-3; 4-0-0; 4-2-2; 4-3-3; 3-0-0; 3-2-2; 2-0-0; 2-1-1
A walk-up from the low G to C while in position to play a C chord can be done:
6-3-4; 5-0-0; 5-2-2; 5-3-3
This is just a start for a technique that can be developed for all keys and as part of the elements of a
personal style.
Thumb Over Technique
The “thumb over” technique is a way of fretting the 6 string without playing full barr chords. While
classical and jazz players usually play out of barr chord positions, where the 1 finger is used to fret all six strings
and effectively act like a moveable “nut,” barr chords do not always work for the sound and flow of oldtime music
and often cannot be played fast and accurately enough to keep up with the tempo of the tune. A note often can be
sounded on the 6 string by fretting it with the thumb. To do this, simply wrap the thumb around the neck enough
to fret the 6 string. For example, make a G chord using the “F” chord formation (5-5-3, 4-5-4, 3-4-2, 2-3-1, 1-31). Now wrap the thumb over the 6 string at the 3 fret. This plays a G on the 6 string and completes the chord.
Instead of keeping the thumb wrapped around all the time, often it is wrapped over just long enough to sound the
6 string when it is needed or desired, and released when the 6th string in not being played.
Partial Chords
A chord can be sounded without using all the strings of the instrument. The effect of the chord may be
achieved by sounding only two or three strings. For example, a D chord made on just the first three or four strings
can be moved up two frets to make an E, another fret for an F, etc. A D chord based on a C formation made on the
top five strings gives a five string chord that can be moved up and down the fingerboard to play in other keys. An
A chord made across the first four strings can be moved up two frets to make a B. This is handy when playing in
F in giving the ability to make a Bb and make bass runs in Bb without having to play the Bb chord farther up the
neck. Sounding any two or three notes of a chord may achieve the same effect as sounding the whole chord and a
partial chord position accomplishing this may be just under your fingers.
Capo
A capo is used to fret all the strings to form a new “nut.” This permits the chord fingerings for first
position chords to be used to play in higher keys. For example, by putting a capo on the third fret, one can play in
Bb using the first position fingering for the G chord positions, in Eb by using the C chord fingerings, in F by using
the D chord fingerings, etc. To play in an unfamiliar key using a capo, make a familiar chord in first position.
Move this chord up the fingerboard a fret at a time until you reach the position of the root chord of the new key.
Clamp the capo on the neck across the strings on the fret below this point, which acts like a new “nut” in relation
to the chord being made. Be sure the capo is clamped tightly enough just behind the fret so the strings do not
buzz, but not too tight to pull them out of tune. Use the same chord fingerings to make the 1, 4, 5, 2 etc. chords
of the tune as you would as if it were played in the root chord fingering in first position without the capo. The
best capo to use is the kind with a screw to tighten it down and a fairly narrow bar that can be clamped just behind
the fret and hold it down with not much pressure, and is small enough to stay out of the way. These capos have
significantly better clarity and less chance of pulling the strings out of tune than the spring or cam operated capos
more commonly found.
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While classical and jazz players seldom use a capo and prefer to used “closed” chords, the sounds
characteristic of bluegrass and oldtime guitar sometimes require a capo. The style of the tune determines whether

a capo should be used, even though the tune could be played without a capo using closed chords. The capo
permits you to make those nice open G position bass runs in a Bb tune, for example. Consider the capo both as
a device making it easier to play in unfamiliar keys as well as a tool necessary to play in the characteristic styles
of the music. However, avoid being a slave to the capo. Most of the time you have much greater versatility and
better sound without the capo. Some tunes, such as in ballroom dance and swing music, change into so many
different keys that it is impractical to play them using a capo.
HOLDING THE GUITAR
First, choose a guitar that is not too large for you to play sitting down. The “Dreadnought” and large
“Orchestra” style guitars are too large for smaller folks to hold and play comfortably, though they produce a sound
not available from smaller guitars. Sitting down, you should be able to rest the “waist” of the guitar on your right
leg and reach your diagonally across the top of the lower bout such that you can bend your elbow to position your
hand over the strings, nearly in line with the strings, so you can pick the strings across the soundhole. The upper
left arm is held fairly close to the body, with the elbow bent to position your left hand with the thumb resting
on the side of the neck and the wrist straight. You should be able to curl your fingers around the fingerboard
and fret the strings with the end of the finger nearly straight down, keeping your wrist straight. For some chord
formations you may have to bend your wrist slightly. To fret some notes positively, such as the 1st string, 5th fret
with your little finger on an A chord, you may have to push your elbow out a little to the left , using your thumb as
a fulcrum on the side of the neck to force the little finger down hard enough to fret the string effectively
BASIC PICKING STYLES
Picking
The pick is held in the right hand between the thumb and index finger. It is often held between the last
joint and the end of the bent index finger, though exactly how it is held is a matter of personal preference and
playing style. The idea is to be able to hold the pick tightly enough to control it, yet loosely enough to be able to
vary the pick’s action as it hits the string, and prevent muscle strain. The tip of the pick hits the string, pushes it
to the side, and the string snaps out underneath it. The pick must be held and manipulated in a manner permitting
the string to snap out at the desired moment. If a heavy pick is held tightly, it will only snap off of the string
when it has been pushed to a sufficient angle. Playing with a stiff pick held tightly gets the most power out of the
instrument, but not necessarily the best tone or playability. Players using heavy and medium gauge picks often
hold the pick tightly at the moment it hits the string, and then loosen the grip to let the pick tip up slightly and the
string to roll out. Permitting the pick to hit the string with a loose hold results in a less percussive attack and can
be used to good effect on non-emphasized notes. While lead picking involves mostly wrist action, backup playing
involves both wrist and arm movement. The power comes from the arm, with the snap coming from grasping the
pick tighter and a twist of the wrist. This “snap” is made by rotating the wrist slightly, but powerfully, when the
pick contacts the string and sort of flicking the pick upward to sound the string. The muscle power comes from
the whole arm to support the wrist action, the wrist to provide the “snap,” and the fingers to control the pick.
Bass Note - Chord
The most often used picking pattern in oldtime music is to pick one note on the down beat followed by
strumming the chord down on the up beat. For example, make a G chord, play just the 6 string while tapping your
foot down. Then strum down across the top five strings on the off beat (when your foot it up). Play the 6 string
again when your foot is down, and another strum when your foot is up. Now try alternating the bass note between
the 6 and 5 string, playing 6 - strum on the first tap, and 5 - strum on the next. This alternating bass note pattern
can be used for most chords positions. It helps emphasize the rhythm and adds movement to the backup. The off
beat down strum can be varied greatly in power and speed to give different backup effects. If the arm muscles
simply are relaxed when the hand is been moved up after snapping off the down beat, it will drop naturally across
the strings, sounding a strum that is not particularly emphasized. If instead the arm is snapped down across the
string on the off beat, the strum will be much more powerful and emphasized. So, besides controlling how the
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downbeat is picked, controlling the power and “snap” used in strumming the up beat also can be used as a tool to
vary the sound and mood of the backup better to match the tune being played.
Down & Up Strum
Sound the bass note on the down beat. On the off beat, strum down across the strings to sound the chord,
and then immediately reverse direction and strum up across the strings. Start over with a single bass note on the
next down beat and repeat the up - down strum on the off beat. This back and forth strum pattern should be used
quite selectively and where appropriate as another tool for styling your backup. Generally, you want to avoid it
and us a good, clean, single note picked on the beat, followed by a single strum across the strings, as described
in the preceeding section. Overused, the “down and up strum” can clutter up the band sound. Sometimes it is
effective to alternate the back and forth strum with a straight down strum. Sometimes I use the down and up
strum on the off beat in the last two measures of a jig ending a contradance. Many folk and amateur country
singers use the “back and forth strum” excessively, resulting in a messy sound which detracts from their ability
to “deliver” the song. Other singers use it selectively and very effectively, often at the end of a line or phrase, as
a sort of exagerated “fill” before singing the next line. Sometimes it is effective to alternate the back and forth
strum with a straight down strum.
Chord Damping
Chord damping is a very important technique in effective backup. This stopping the notes from
sustaining. Shutting off the sound. It applies more to the strum than a single note downbeat. As long as the
strings are held down on the frets by the left hand, the strings played will continue to sound, with the sound
gradually fading away as they loose the energy provided by the strum. This is called “sustain.” For clean,
punchy playing, it is necessary to stop the sustain by stopping the strings from vibrating. This is done by lifting
the fingers off the fingerboard a little while still keeping them in contact with the strings. When you do this you
will note that the sound from the strings being fretted stops. The sound immediately becomes cleaner. Damping
the sound this way generally should be used more in backup playing than letting the sound continue to sustain.
You should get in the habit of automatically lifting your fingers to damp the chord all the time, and only continue
to hold the strings against the frets when you intend to sustain the sound of the chord. I cannot emphasize too
strongly that this is one of the most important techniques for clean backup, and one that seem to be among the
techniques least known and used by most backup guitar players. By damping the string sustain, the sound is
cleaned up immediately and the whole sound of the group is improved. This technique is always used in playing
“closed” chords (no unfretted strings that are sounded) to achieve what has become known as “sock rhythm.” It is
a “signature” sound of swing guitar backup. While this technique works best with “closed” chords, it also works
with “open” chords. Practice this technique until it becomes the way you always play automatically, and don’t
use only when you really mean to have the note or chord sustain as a part of the backup style desired for the tune
being played.
G Run
The infamous G run has become essential to the bluegrass sound. This is the run thrown in at the end of a
line or phrase. While a bluegrass guitarist must know how to make it, it should be used with discretion. It is such
a “signature” sound for bluegrass that it is tempting to use it all the time, which dilutes its effect when it really is
needed. The G run can be made in several ways. It runs from the low G on the 6 string to the G on the open 3
string. The “full” G run is diagramed later in this Notebook.
Bass Runs
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Bass runs add a lot of flavor to backup guitar. Rather than simply holding a chord and strumming it, keep
in mind that there are many times when the whole chord does not have to be sounded for an effective band sound.
When the whole chord needs to be sounded decisively to indicate the framework of the tune, it should be sounded.
This is not too often, however, and leaves lots of time for runs where only a single string is played, perhaps

followed by a partial chord strum. Let’s illustrate a simple bass line in a G - C - D -G progression: G-chord
position, play 6-3-3, strum G chord; then 5-2-2 and strum; C-chord position, play 3-3-3 and strum; then 4-2-2 and
strum; D-chord position, play 4-0-0 and strum; then 5-0-0 on the down beat followed by 6-2-T on the up beat;
then back to G chord and play 6-3-3 and strum. A simple run from G to C can be made: G chord (6-3-3), strum;
5-0-0; 5-2-2; C chord (5-3-3), strum.
Fills
Fills are those little licks played by the backup musicians at the end of a phrase that fill the hole left as
the lead player or singer gets ready to start the next phrase. Bluegrass and country music uses fills as a part of
its characteristic sound. The G-run at the end of a phrase often is done as a fill, for example. On the guitar, a
fill most often is done with a bass run out of the chord on which the phrase ends. Every musician in a bluegrass
or country band knows how to do fills. Who is to do the fill each time one is required in a song should be determined in advance. If everyone plays the fill, the sound gets cluttered. If you find yourself playing with another
player who cannot back off, but always plays the fills, you may have to avoid playing fills on the guitar to keep
the band sound clean.
Close Chording
Close chording is playing chord positions that use no open strings. Often this is accompanied by a
strumming style that plays across all the string with a hard driven down picking in time with the beat, rather than
playing a bass note and strum alternation. Generally, the chord damping technique explained on page 9 is used
to get the distinctive “sock rhythm” of swing playing. A variation in dynamics can be achieved by holding the
strings down with the left hand through the duration of the first strum, and raising them to dampen the strings
immediately after the next strum. Close chording is used frequently in dance music. It gives a different kind of
rhythmic emphasis than open string chording and bass run playing, and is a tool that can be used effectively in
many tunes.
Charting
It is useful to “chart” a tune you do not know and use the chart to assist you in performing the tune. Often
charts enable you to turn in a good performance without adequate rehearsal time. If you are sitting in with a band,
tell them you want to chart all the tunes you do not know. They will appreciate your concern and desire to do a
good job. It is far better to take the time to chart the tunes than to try to fake it. The chart is nothing more than
the chord progression of the tune, with dots to indicate down beats, and measure bars. Charts can be made on
sheets of paper in large printing and put on the floor, or on stick-on pads. Write the letter of the chord on the beat
where it is first played, followed by a dot for each following beat on the same chord. Vertical lines are put in to
mark the measures. Each phrase is given its own line. A sample chart for a tune in G, such as “Golden Slippers,”
with each note letter and dot representing a down beat, would look like this:
GOLDEN SLIPPERS (G)
//:G!/!!/!!/D!/!!/!!/!!/G!://
//G!/!!/C!/!!/D!/!!/G!/!!/
!!/!!/C!/!!/D!/!!/!!/G!//
Note the repeat symbol (//: ) at the beginning and (://) at the end of each phrase. This shows that the line is repeated and avoids having to write out the line a second time. Always remember to write the name of the tune on
the chart.
Some players pre-print a format for charting tunes that consists of boxes, with each box representing one
measure. The chords are written in the box, without dots. These players carry the forms with them, and can fill
them in rapidly when the need arises.
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“Southern” vs. “Northern” Style Backup
There are subtle differences in backup styles from region to region. For example, a fiddle tune may
be played the same way by a fiddler, but be readily identified as being played by a “Southern” style group or a
“Northern” style group by the nature of the backup. Northern style backup tends to use more chords, and more
close cords, than Southern style. “Contest” style fiddle tune backup uses yet another approach. What I call the
“Southern” style approach works well with a three-finger picked banjo for getting the forward rolling feel and
lets the banjo and guitar player use primarily open string chords. What I call “Northern” style gets a lot of bass
movement and forward drive through “circle of fifths” chord changes. It has less of a flowing rhythm. Let’s look
at how “Soldier’s Joy” could be chorded by different style bands. The simplest way is charted as follows:
D!/!!/!!/A!/D!/!!/!A/D!
D!/!!/!!/A!/D!/!!/!A/D!
In “Northern style” this could be chorded:
D!/G!/D!/A!/D!/G!/DA/D!
D!/G!/DBm/EmA/D!/G!/DA/D!
The D, Bm, Em, A change is a common pattern substituted in Northern style backup for a D to A change in
Southern style. While the great majority of Southern style traditional tunes can be played using not more than
four chords, many traditional Northern style tunes require the use of more chords. The chording sequence also
tends to be different. Common progressions in Southern style fiddle tunes, for example, use the 1 - 4 - 1 - 5
- 1 progression, or variant thereof, with sometimes a 2 chord thrown in before the 5, such as 1 - 4 - 1 - 2 - 5 - 1.
Many Northern style fiddle tunes use a type of circle of fifths progression, such as 1 - 6minor - 2minor - 5 - 1.
“Missouri” Chording
A chord pattern that does not necessarily follow the exact chord progression of the tune, but works well
for backing up a huge number of fiddle tunes is what has been referred to in recent years as “Missouri” chording,
probably because it was introduced at the Weiser fiddle contest many decades ago by Missouri players. This is
the style that was used by Texas contest backup players before the present “contest” style of playing backup using
closed chords and bass lines formed by diminished chords became prevalent. This style simply involves repeating
the following chord pattern: I - IV - I - V - I - IV - V - I over and over in keeping with the tune until it ends. The
usual timing for a typical sixteen bar reel or the “A” or “B” part of a typical thirty-two bar tune is: I - 2 beats, IV 2 beats, I - 2 beats, V - 2 beats, I- 2 beats, IV - 2 beats, V - 2 beats, I - 2 beats. “Soldier’s Joy” would be chorded:
D!/G!/D!/A!/D!/G!/A!/D!
D!/G!/D!/A!/D!/G!/A!/D!
Mixing Chording Styles
Switching chording styles within a tune can add excitement and punch if well thought out. Going from
open chord to close chord playing can make a dramatic change in the dynamics of the tune. This works especially
well in square dance playing to provide a variation with lots of apparent drive and lift at a point where the dancers
may be sagging. If you want to tighten the rhythm and make the tune punch, switch from bass line style playing
to on-the-beat full chords. Switching from southern to northern style chording at places in a tune also provides
variety. Before switching styles in a tune, be sure it is appropriate.
RELAXED PLAYING
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Learn to play as relaxed as you can. As soon as you feel any muscle tension, back off and see if you still
can get the sound you want. There are times in picking and holding down strings to make chords or notes

when you have to use pressure, and hence muscle tension, to get the job done. There are many times when you
do not need a lot of muscle power. Tense the muscles only when you need to. Relax them when you do not
need the tension. This is a skill that has to be learned, just like everything else about playing. It does not come
naturally. In the heat of a jam session or performance it is normal to ignore what your body is doing as you are
concentrating hard on getting the notes. This very concentration produces tension and tensed up muscles, which
detracts from your ability to play your best. I noted during my earlier years of performing on mandolin that every
time it was my turn to take a fast break in a performance, my wrist muscles would get so tense that by the end of
the break I could hardly play the notes. After learning how to play completely relaxed, these same breaks could
be played much better with no effort at all, and no stiff wrist. Here are some exercises that will help you play with
minimum muscle tension:
1.
Hold the pick the way you normally do. Grasp it tight, play a note and strum a chord. Note the way your
muscles feel. As you grasp the pick, be aware of what muscles you are tightening. With your other hand, feel
the muscles in your hand and arm as you grasp the pick. Then loosen your grip so you can just barely hold the
pick. Note what muscles are relaxing. Do this until your mind can focus in on each muscle you are using to grip
the pick and strike the note. Practice gripping and releasing and focus on each individual muscle. Get used to
knowing what it feels like for the muscle to be tense and for it to be relaxed.
2.
Grasp the pick as tightly as you are used to and pick a note and strum a chord. Listen closely to how it
sounds and be aware of the grip and force you used to produce the sound. Grip the pick even tighter and strike
the note and chord with even more force. Listen to how the note and chord sound and be aware of this increased
grip and force. Then start holding the pick with less muscle tension and using less force to make the note. Listen
carefully to the sound you are making as you continue to decrease the muscle tension you are using to play the
notes. Relax to the point where you can barely hold the pick. The sound of the note and chord varies with how
hard you hold the pick and how hard you strike the note. Work to get the sound you want with the least amount
of muscle tension. Practice a lot using minimum muscle tension. While initially it may be difficult to get the
sound you are used to getting with tensed muscles, after awhile you will find that you can get the same sound, or
actually a better sound, with less muscle tension.
3.
Note carefully the differences in sound of the notes with different grip and picking tensions. You will
get a sharper attack and more powerful sound when the pick is gripped tightly and more force is used in making
the note. Now back off all the way on muscle tension to the point where you can just hold the pick and strum the
strings with as little muscle tension as you can. Note the difference in sound from when you used full muscle
tension. This shows you the range of sounds you have available between full and minimum muscle tension. Get
used to using only as much muscle tension as you need to make the sound you want. This helps with a sense of
dynamics in your music, as well as saving your muscles and tendons from the effects of continual stress.
4.
Try gripping the pick tightly only when you are striking the string. After the string has sounded, release
your grip tension.
5.
Apply these principals to your left hand work. Holding down a chord too long with too much tension can
result in tendinitis at the base of your thumb and/or in your wrist. Most of the time you do not have to grip the
neck tightly at all to make a good, clean chord. Try making chords without having your thumb on the neck at all.
Get used to tensing the muscles to hold the strings down only at the moment you strike the strings with the pick
and releasing your grip after the chord has sounded. If you release your grip slightly, the string vibrations will
be damped off against your fingers, giving the chord a short sustain and a snappy sound. This alternate press and
release is what gives the “bark” to rhythm playing.
MIKING, PICKUPS, RECORDING
The standard method of miking a guitar on stage is simply to put a good mike at the soundhole. This
generally works adequately. As the player moves in and out of the mike, the bass sound gets boomier. For this
reason, many sound engineers prefer to mike the guitar at other places, such as over the end of the fingerboard
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with the mike pointed about forty-five degrees up the neck away from the soundhole, or off the top below and
behind the bridge. This eliminates the bass boom and minimizes pick noise pickup, but requires a little higher
gain as the guitar does not put out as much sound here as over the soundhole. In most situations the guitar sound
is cleaned up by rolling off the bass a little. Some microphones have a bass roll-off switch built in. There are vast
difference in microphones, and no one microphone that always is “best” in all situations. Since the mike gives
a “snapshot” of the region of the guitar it is pointed at, by varying the place where the mike is pointed, you can
get different dynamics out of the instrument. For example, if I want to “disintegrate” the sound a little and mush
it up, I move the guitar so the mike is over the soundhole to emphasize the bass boom and muddy up the treble.
Moving the guitar so the mike is over the end of the fingerboard restores the clarity and punch. Also, the distance
of the mike from the guitar can change the sound dramatically. One technique often used to find out where to
place the mike is simply to listen to the sound from different places and pick the one that best gives the sound you
want.
All rooms have a resonant frequency or frequencies. These can be very annoying, especially if they
fall on the frequency of an often used note. A room resonating at the frequency of a guitar bass note can detract
materially from the clarity of the guitar note. It helps to have an equalizer available in the sound system to null
out the effects of such room resonances. Equalization, however, should not be used any more than necessary to
clean up the sound and get adequate levels in the room without boominess or feedback.
There are many types of pickups available for acoustic guitars. The standard sound hole mounted
pickups usually are nothing more than a magnetic electric guitar pickup and produce a sound similar to an electric
guitar. The better pickups for acoustic guitar use a piezo transducer and are installed as a part of the bridge or
mounted on some other vibrating surface of the instrument. Some pickup systems employ both a bridge installed
piezo pickup and a small microphone mounted on a boom inside the guitar. The output from both the mike
and pickup is mixed to try to achieve a reasonable balance between the electric and acoustic sound. Internally
installed pickups often use a special endpin that also is a jack for the cord. While pickups are in wide

use, especially where high volume levels must be achieved, they have two major drawbacks - they never
sound like the acoustic instrument, and they inhibit the ability to use distance from the mike to vary
dynamics. A guitarist can move in and out of the microphone as another tool to control the loudness of
the guitar heard by the audience. This lets the guitarist play with the power required for the right tonal
quality, but back away from the mike to lower the volume to the right balance needed for a particular
arrangement. You cannot move away from a pickup. The only way you can control your volume is to
play softer, which may detract from your styling, or use a volume control pedal to back off the volume
through the sound system. I do not use a pickup, much preferring the sound quality from a good
microphone and the ability to “work” the mike to control dynamics and tonal differences and have these
tools available to shape the sound of the guitar where amplification is needed.
In recording studios guitars often are miked in with a good quality condenser microphone,
though there are times when a dynamic or ribbon simply does the job better. A guitar that sounds
harsh or “jingly” through a condenser mike often can be “tamed” with a selected dynamic or ribbon.
The microphone can be positioned where it sounds best to the engineer or producer for the guitar tone
desired. Sometimes the mike is put much farther away from the guitar than would be possible in a
performance situation. A standard studio technique is to use a good small diaphragm condenser mike
about 4” or so above the end of the fingerboard, pointed at about a 45 degree angle toward the nut.
Sometimes engineers will use one microphone up close, and another two or three feet away, and mix the
output from each microphone.
SUMMARY
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This Notebook describes one of many ways to play the guitar. The style or styles of playing one
learns is dependant mostly on the type of music one wants to play, or finds themselves playing by

being needed for a band. Learning to play is a lifetime experience. Every technique you learn helps
you with another technique. There is no guitar style that is more difficult to master than any other. The
key to effective backup playing is to master the style or styles appropriate to the music you are playing,
and strive always to provide the best backup possible with the skills you know and can play well. Play
simply and leave out the tricks you have not yet mastered and your playing always will be regarded
highly by those with whom you play.
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Phil’s Guitar Workshop Bass Line & Tune Backup Examples in Tablature
Following are guitar bass lines, fills, and tune backup examples in guitar tablature. Each of these examples
shows only one way of many possibilities in backing up traditional old time music. Like most instruments,
the guitar tuning is set up to permit “system” playing. The guitar has two basic “systems” for bass line backup
playing, Those based out of the E, A, D chord family, and those based on the G, C, F family. By learning the
backup examples set forth here, one will have learned the elements of systems which can be applied to any tune
in any key, and varied to provide a dynamic accompaniment complimenting the lead player or singer. While
it may take some time and concentration, and perhaps a change in the way you have been fingering chords, to
learn this system, it will make your backup guitar playing much more exciting and give you tools to use for
more creative and satisfying backup.
These examples are set out in standard guitar tablature. The “TAB” line shows the string being played, with the
1st string at the top. The fret to be held down is numbered on the line for the string, with “0” meaning that the
string is played open, not fretted. The other numbers on a string line indicate the fret number, starting with the
fret nearest the peghead. The music notation line shows the note being played, in standard music notation. The
numbers between the Tab staff and the music staff show the finger to be used to play that note. “O” means no
fingers are used as the note is played open. “1” is the index finger, “2” the middle finger, “3” the “ring” finger,
“4” the little finger, and “T” the thumb. The “T” notes are all on the low E string, and are played by wrapping
the thumb over the fretboard enough to fret the 6th string. Also shown sometimes in this line is when the chord
is to be strummed. Above the standard music notation staff is a letter indicating the chord to be played. If there
is no chord change so indicated in a particular run, this means that the chord initially indicated is the only chord
applicable to that particular run. The notes in the standard music notation staff are given the appropriate time
values. Usually, or “quarter note” in 2/4, 4/4, or “Cut Time” means the note is played with a downbeat
followed by a strum of the chord. In 3/4 time, this indicates a beat, sometimes meaning a down beat followed
by two strums, unless the backup uses a different emphasis as described in the waltz playing section. An eighth
note is played in half the time of a quarter note. When two or more eighth notes are together, this usually
is indicated by a single line, or “beam” joining the tops of the notes stems
. In these tabs, unless otherwise
stated, eight notes like this are played without a strum as a “run.”
The chord the run part is based on is above the standard music notation line. This only indicates the key that the
particular run segment is in and does not mean that this chord must be made as a part of the run. Sometimes the
chord is held while the run is being played, with the notes and fingers indicated being a part of the chord formation. Sometimes the run is made without holding a chord, except where a note is followed by a strum of the
chord, Sometimes this will be indicated, and other time, not. In strumming a chord, one must be sure that the
notes strummed are part of the chord. In strumming a “D” chord, for example, the open 6 string would not be
played as it is not a part of this chord. A vertical string of notes simply indicates that the chord of the indicated
key is to be played and the fingering indicated only is that of the chord.
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Fills
“Fills” are bass line runs used at the end of a phrase to punctuate the phrase ending. Probably the best known
fill is the “G” run commonly used in bluegrass. Fills are very useful in both instrumental and vocal backup.
They fill the space often left at the end of a phrase. In playing There are many types of fills. Here are some
examples.
In the following fill examples, the eight notes are played with down picking, one note following another, with
no strumming of the chord. The first quarter note in the last measure of the fill is played with a down pick and
let ring. The second quarter note is played with a down pick and a strum of the chord.
A Fills - These fills are based our of an A chord and are used when the tune or song phrase ends in A.
1. A fill 1. The A chord strummed is made by barring the 1 finger across the 2 fret of the top four strings.
A

A

2. A Fill 2.

3. A Fill 3.
A

A

4. A Fill 4.
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5. C Fill 1.

6. C Fill 2.

7. C Fill 3. - Strum the C chord on the last two notes.
C

8. D fill 1

9. Three D fills. - Here are three more fills in the key of D.
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10. E Fill.

11. Two G Fills.

12. G Fill 2.
G

Bass Lines & Runs
Following are some examples of bass lines and runs. These are used as a part of accompanying a tune or
song. They can be looked on as tools. Once learned, they can be used in a tune as the player determines will
compliment the lead. While it is tempting to use a lot of bass lines and runs, and, in fact, some fiddle tunes can
be accompanied entirely with lines and runs without hitting a single chord, they must be used with discretion.
Sometimes it is more effective to play simply the downbeat and strum of a chord without the “passing notes”
provided by a line or run. Most of these lines and runs are used to get from one chord to the next.
13. A Run 1.
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14. A Run 2.

15. A Run 3.

16. A run in the key of A showing bass line transitions between the chords A-D-A-E-A-D-E-A. This pattern
has become known as “Missouri” chording fiddle tune backup where the chord progression is I-IV-I-V-I-IV-V-I.

17. Run in A through chords A-D-E-A.

18. Run in C through chords CFGC.
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19. C run through CFGC, a variation on run 18.

20. Run from D-D.

21. A bass line in D through chords D-A-G-A-D.

22. A bass line in D through chords D-G-D-A-D-G-A-D.

23. Transition Run from D to A and back to D
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24. A walking run through chords E-A-D-A-E-A-D. This run pattern illustrates the basic guitar bass line
patterns in the keys of E, A, and D. The notes are played without any chord strums.

25. A “walking” bass line in “F” through chords F-Bb-F-C-F-Bb-C-F. Strum the chords on the quarter notes.
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26. A line in G through chords GDG.

27. A typical full Bluegrass G Run.

28. A walking bass line in G though chords G-C-F-C-G. This illustrates the bass line pattern in these keys.
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29. Bass line through the following chords: G-C-G-D-G-C-D-G.

30. Run G-G.
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Tune Backup Examples
The following tune backup examples are only one way of backing up the tune. The concept is to show a way of
backing up the tune that incorporates elements of this backup style that can be considered “tools” for putting together in different combinations for backing up the same tune and other tunes. The fiddle lead for the tune is set
out first, followed by the guitar tablature backup. The notes in the guitar tab treble clef are those played by the
guitar and are not the lead lines of the tune itself. Have a fiddler play the tune while you use the guitar tablature
as a guide to accompaniment or use the fiddle on the left channel of the Workshop CD.
31. Bile Them Cabbage Down (A) This often is the first tune a beginning fiddler is taught. While the basic
version is fairly simple, it can be “dolled up” to make a very good and varied square dance tune, for which it
often is used. The quarter notes are played on the down beat, and a strum on the up beat. The eighth notes are
played in succession with a strum. In this example, the chord formation, as indicated, is played, except the two
eighth notes in the next to the last measure. The A chord is played with the 1st finger holding down the top four
strings on the second fret. An easy way to go from A to E using this 1st finger barred A chord is simply to slip
the first finger down to fret the 5th, 4th, and third strings on the second fret, followed by a “brush” strum on just
the bottom three strings. Played at square dance speed, the notes go by too fast to need to make a full E chord.
Note: You may notice that the time signatures of the music and tablature do not appear to match. In reality, they
are the same as the Cut Time of the music notation is simply a method of writing 2/4 time and avoiding a lot of
16th notes.

BILE THEM CABBAGE DOWN
Open E string should be played as a drone throughout.
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32. Soldiers Joy (D) This tune goes back to the 17th century and is played in nearly every fiddle tradition
around the world. It is a classic square dance tune. In this example, generally, strum the chord after playing the
quarter note down beat. Often in playing this tune for square dancing I play the first three measures with just a
damped boom-chuck.

SOLDIERS JOY 2

D

A7

D

A7

D

A7
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A7

D

A7

D

D

D

A7

D

33. Golden Slippers (G) This tune is played as a hoedown by many fiddlers. It is from a song written by
James A. Bland in 1879, which soon became popular as an instrumental dance tune.

GOLDEN SLIPPERS

1

James A. Bland

2

26

34. Old Coon Dog (F) This tune illustrates some nice bass lines in the key of F. Generally, strum on the off
beat of the quarter notes and run the eight notes without strumming. The Bb in the sixth measure is played by
barring the 1 finger across the top four strings on the third fret, and using the 4 finger to fret the fifth string on
the fifth fret. This chord is strummed only using the inside four strings.

OLD COON DOG
F

G

F

B

F

F
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C

C

C

C

F

F
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35. Olga Waltz (G) This beautiful waltz was written in 1847 by Jullien. Its melody was used for a British
anti-slavery song called Why Did My Massa Sell Me. This waltz uses a lot of the tools I use in waltz backup.
The tablature sets out notes, but not the dynamics. These nuances will have to come by listening to the
recording on the Workshop CD. Most of the time waltzes are played with a down beat on the first note of the
measure, a very light or inaudible strum on the second beat, followed by a down picked note on the upbeat
of the third note, and then a down beat on the first note of the next measure, and so on. The type of waltz
accompaniment often heard is simply “boom, chuck, chuck.” This should be used only if the tune, or a part
of the tune, requires it. A waltz must have “lift” to be danceable, and this is obtained by playing a “one, three,
one” timing pattern. Another effective trick is to arpeggiate the chord being sounded. This is done simply by
holding the chord and running the pick up the strings. Please listen to the recording to pick up the waltz backup
concepts not possible to express in tablature.

OLGA WALTZ
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36. Irish Washerwoman (G) The origins of this popular jig date back to the 16th century. It is in 6/8 time,
which usually is played with two beats per measure, each beat consisting of a triplet written in three eighth
notes (3 notes per beat) or as a quarter note followed by an eighth note. Jigs are played with a single note down
stroke on the down beat, followed by a strum on the up beat.

IRISH WASHERWOMAN
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G

D
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Phil's Backup Guitar Chords
G7

G Major

1

4

2

2
3

3
C7

C major
1

1
4
2

2

3
4

3

D7

D major

3

2
1

3

2

1
4
X

X

F major
1

A major
4
1

1

1
1

2
4
3
T
A7

Bb
3
1
1
1

3rd Fret
1
1

4

1
1
3
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E major

E7
4

1

1
3

3

2

2

B7

E minor

4
3
3
2

1
2
2

A minor

D minor
1

1

3
3
2

2

X
B minor

G major
1

1
1

2
4

2
4
3

3
1

1

T
C major
4 Fret
1
1

D7
X
1
4
2
3
X
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4

1
1
3

G minor

F# minor
1

1

1

1

1

1
4

4

3

3

X

X
C minor

E Flat
1

3rd fret
1

2

2
4

1

3

3

1

4

X

1

Diminished Chords - Each chord is the diminished chord of all the notes played by tha
Three positions going up one fret at a time will play diminished chords in all keys, and then the
4
2
3
1

F#

G

C

C#

A

Bb

D#

E

4
2
3
1

X

X

X

X

Another diminished chord formation
4
2
3
1

G#

X

D

D

B

G#

F

F

4
1
3
2

B

X
X

X

X

X
4
1
3
2

X

D#

E

A

Bb

F#

G

C

C#

4
1
3
2
X
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Phil’s Backup Guitar Workshop CD
The tracks on this CD illustrate most of the bass line runs and fills demonstrated in the Workshop and set our in
tablature in this Notebook. Tracks 1 - 30 are the bass lines and fills in the Notebook having the same number.
Tracks 31 - 36 are the complete tunes for which guitar tablature has been laid out on Notebook pages 24 - 31.
Tracks 36- 42 illustrate “Missouri” chording in several keys. Tracks 43 - 45 illustrate the “Hillbilly Way” of
chording, p. 36 of the Notebook. Tracks 46 & 47 illustrate chord damping. Track 48 shows some waltz backup
styling. The rest of the tracks are examples from guitarists I have admired and learned from.
Track Description
1.
A Fill 1.
2.
A Fill 2.
3.
A Fill 3.
4.
A Fill 4.
5.
C Fill 1.
6.
C Fill 2.
7.
C Fill 3.
8.
D Fill 1.
9.
Three D Fills.
10.
E Fill.
11.
Two G Fills.
12.
G Fill 2.
13.
A Run 1.
14.
A Run 2.
15.
A Run 3.
16.
Run in Key of A A-D-A-E-A-D-E-A.
17.
Run in A through chords A-D-E-A.
18.
Run in C through chords C-F-G-C.
19.
C run through C-F-G-C, a variation of Run 18.
20.
Run from D-D.
21.
Bass Line in D through chords D-A-G-A-D.
22.
Bass Line in D through chords D-G-D-A-D-G-A-D.
23.
Transition Run from D to A and back to D.
24.
Walking run through chords E-A-D-A-E-A-D.
25.
Walking bass line in F.
26.
Line in G through chords G-D-G.
27.
Bluegrass G run.
28.
Walking bass line in G through Chords G-C-F-C-G.
29.
Bass line through G-C-G-D-G-C-D-G.
30.
Run G-G.
31.
Bile Them Cabbage Down
32.
Soldiers Joy
33.
Golden Slippers
34.
Old Coon Dog
35.
Olga Waltz.
36.
Irish Washerwoman
37.
Missouri Chording in D. This chord and run pattern for the first example is made as follows: D chord, pick
string 4 open, strum; then 5 string open, strum; G chord, pick 6 string, 3 fret, strum; 5 string, 2 fret, strum; D chord, pick
open 4 string, strum; 4 string, 4 fret, 4 finger, strum; A chord (barred 1 finger across top four string on 2 fret), pick 4
string, 2 fret, strum; open 5 string, strum; D chord, pick open 4 string, strum; open 5 string, strum; G chord, pick 6 string,
3 fret, strum; A chord, pick open 5 string, strum; then 5 string, 4 fret, 4 finger, strum; D chord, pick open 4 string; strum.
38.
Missouri chording in G. This chord and run pattern is made as follows: G chord, pick 6 string, strum; then 5
string, strum; make C chord, pick 5 string, strum; then 4 string, strum; make G chord, pick open 4 string, strum; 5 string,
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strum; make D chord, pick open 5 string, strum; then pick 6 string, 2 fret, thumb over, strum D chord; then G chord, pick
6 string, strum; 5 string, strum; C chord, pick 5 string, strum; 4 string, strum; D chord, pick open 4 string, strum; then
open 6 string, 6 string on 2 fret with thumb (1 beat), and finish with G chord, 6 string, strum.
39.
Missouri chording in G variation. G chord, pluck 6 string, strum; 5 string, strum; C chord, 5 string; then slide
chord up a fret, pick 5 string, 4 fret, and a light strum; then D chord, pick 4 string open; then open 5 string, followed by 6
string, 2 fret, thumb over (1 beat); finish with G chord, picking 6 string.
40.
Missouri chording in A. Make an A chord by barring finger 1 across the first 4 strings on fret 2. Holding this
chord, play 5 string open, strum (do not play 1 string); 5 string, 4 fret, 4 finger, strum; make and hold D chord and play
open 4 string, strum; then 4 string, 4 fret, 4 finger, strum; make A chord and play four string, 2 fret, strum; then 5 string,
4 fret, 4 finger, strum; make partial E chord by shifting index finger to play 4 and 5 strings on fret 2, pick 5 string, 2 fret
and strum strings 5 and 4, damping string 3 by raising barred finger 1 slightly; 6 string, 4 fret, 4 finger, strum bottom 3
strings; make A chord, pick string 5 open; then 5 string, 4 fret, 4 finger, strum; D chord, pick open 4 string; 4 string, 4 fret,
4 finger, strum; A chord, pick 4 string, 2 fret; then 5 string open followed by 6 string, 4 fret, 4 finger (1 beat); then open 5
string, strum.
41.
Missouri chording in C. C chord, pick 5 string, 3 fret, strum; 4 string, 2 fret, strum; F chord, pick 4 string, 3 fret,
strum; 3 string, 2 fret, strum; C chord, pick open 3 string, strum; 4 string, 2 fret, strum; G chord, pick open 4 string, strum;
5 string, 2 fret, strum; C chord, pick 5 string, 3 fret, strum; 4 string, 2 fret, strum; F chord, pick 4 string 4, 3 fret, strum; 3
string, 2 fret, strum; G chord, pick 3 string open, strum; lift G chord and pick 5 string open, then 5 string, 2 fret, 2 finger
(1 beat); then C chord, pick 5 string, 3 fret, strum chord.
42.
Missouri chording in F. Make F chord on first 5 strings - string 1 and 2, bar 1 fret with finger 1; string 3, fret 2,
finger 2; string 4, fret 3, finger 4; string 5, fret 3, finger 3. Holding F chord, pick string 4, strum; then string 5, strum; then
make Bb chord by barring finger 1 across top 4 strings on fret 2, pick string 5, fret 5, finger 3, strum; then string 4, 3 fret,
strum; make F chord, pick 5 string, 3 fret, strum; string 4, 3 fret, strum; C chord, pick string 4, 3 fret, strum; then string 5,
3 fret, strum; F chord, pick string 4, 3 fret, strum; string 5, 3 fret, strum; Bb chord, pick string 5, fret 5, finger 3, strum; 4
string, fret 3; C chord, pick 5 string, fret 3, strum; 4 string, fret 2, strum; F chord, pick 4 string, 3 fret, strum.
43.
“Hillbilly Way” chord system where the I chord is in Formation 1 (F formation).
44.
“Hillbilly Way” chord system where the I chord is in Formation 2 (A formation).
45.
“Hillbilly Way” chord system where the I chord is in Formation 4 (D formation).
46.
Damping closed chords to cut off the ring and play “sock” rhythm.
47.
Damping open chords.
48.
Waltz backup illustration.
The following selections illustrate styles of backup by guitarists whom I have admired and learned from over the years.
49.
Sally Johnson - Byron Berline, fiddle, Gene Meade, guitar, Bob Letterly, banjo. Recorded in 1966 at a jam
session at Weiser. Gene Meade, from North Carolina, was Clark Kessinger’s backup.
50.
St. Adele’s Reel - Joe Pancerzewski, with Dick Marvin, guitar; Barney Munger, banjo; Phil Williams, bass.
Listen to Dick Marvin’s p;ositive, powerful backup with some legendary guitar runs. I learned a lot from him.
51.
Cabri Waltz - Joe Pancerzewski, fiddle; Dick Marvin and Gordon Tracie, guitars; Phil Williams, bass. Two of
my major guitar inspirations. Dick is playing straight ahead waltz rhythm, while Gordon adds tasty guitar runs.
52.
Jig in C - Grant Lamb, fiddle; Dick Marvin, guitar; Vivian Williams, piano; Phil Williams, bass. Grant was
Manitoba fiddle champion in the early 1950s. This jig is backed up the way jigs shold be! Note Dick’s guitar lines.
53.
Atkins Polka No. 4 - Grant Lamb, fiddle; Gordon Tracie, guitar; Stan Guernsey, banjo; Vivian Williams, piano;
Phil Williams, bass. Gordon, founder of Scandia Folkdance Society, taught us a lot about dance playing. Note his
dynamic and steady sock rhythm backup to this polka, emphasizing the off beat.
54.
Norwegian Waltz - Grant Lamb, fiddle; Gordon Tracie, guitar; Vivian Williams, piano; Phil Williams, bass.
Gordon was an expert in Scandinavian waltz playing. Here he combines the emphasis on beats 1 and 3 with runs.
55.
A & E Waltz - Vivian Williams, fiddle; Phil Williams, guitar. Backup styling on a slow, Pacific Northwest
“buckle polisher” waltz, written by Oregon fiddler Rusty Modrell.
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